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Story
THE NEW THRILLER SERIES BY TOP AUTHOR JANET CLARK!

Basti, Valentin, Nic and Mascha have been lured into a bunker by their unknown pursuer and locked in –
and the bunker is about to be filled with concrete. At the last minute Luzie manages to rescue her friends,
but they still have no idea who it is that seems so intent on murdering them. There is no shortage of
suspects, for the tangled web of lies and secrets in Finstermoss is well-nigh impenetrable. But who do they
really think would be prepared to kill in order to keep the secrets of the past?

• Breathtaking, fast-paced story
• Apparently idyllic love story, a devastating tragedy, a terrible guilty secret from the past and its impact
• Four volumes, to be published in brief intervals

Janet Clark
Janet Clark wrote her first novel when she was eleven. Although her one and only reader was convinced of
its quality, many further paths through different countries and professions had to be followed before Janet
Clark’s second work was written. This was an immediate success, and since then her fan community has
been growing steadily. Nowadays, the author lives in Munich, with her husband and three children.

Janet Clark
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More titles in this series

Finstermoss – The Origin of
All Evil (Vol. 1)

Finstermoss – Treading A
Fine Line (Vol. 2)

Finstermoss – At Death's
Door (Vol. 3)
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